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The NxGen Family Office
Throughout history the Family O ce has been a traditional way in which
wealthy families have held and managed the family business wealth from
generation to generation.
This practice began in Roman times with the appointment of the
administrator, or Major Domus, to manage the estate of the wealthy elite.
Later called the “major domo” in the middle ages, and the “bank trust
o cer” during the Industrial Ages, the role expanded to become
increasingly more entrusted with protecting the assets of wealthy families
and the family business.
Today, a traditional Single Family O ce Service can cost between
$200,000 and $1 million per year to manage the a airs of an Ultra-Wealthy
Family estate.
However, with today’s technology the ‘family o ce experience’ can be
delivered virtually to more than than just the ultra-wealthy and at a
fraction of the cost.
The mission of the NxGen Family O ce is to provide wealth building
programs that build not just financial wealth but holistic or total wealth.

"...NxGen Wealth is the sum-total of all your capital assets: your money, health, mind,
relationships, and conscious-awareness...NxGen Wealth Management is the
optimization of those assets to create a 'life of well-being'." Greg Johnson

"Transforming Debt Into Assets... A
 New Way To Build Wealth"
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Welcome To NxGen Liability
Management

Our industry-leading NxGen Liability Management Program uncovers the
cash required to fund a savings, investment or retirement plan.
Using a proprietary algorithm and patented process, any liability portfolio is
analyzed for interest on debt and time savings, the impact of in ation and
new investment opportunities. The key is automation!
After you input your debts and income into the online liability optimization
calculator, a Liability Report is generated, providing you a thorough
analysis that re ects your potential accelerated speed to debt freedom
and increased savings through this automated process.
It is truly the only system designed to…”do for debt...what asset
management does for assets”.
No matter how big or small your fortune, or your debt, NxGen Liability
Management is a proven way to pay down debt and increase your
savings.
Like the payroll deduction system for your 401K that has put millions of
Americans on the path to retirement savings...this automated system for
debt management will do the same...all within your current monthly cash
flow.
"Holistic Digital Money Management"
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How To Get Started
Option #1: If you are already working with a Financial Professional to
purchase a home, get a mortgage or purchase insurance, you might want
to see a Liability Report that demonstrates the impact of the new
purchase and expense.
Provide details of the NxGen Liability Management Program (Sample
Report, NxGen Liability Management Overview and Promo-code to your
Financial Professional or Realtor. Ask that they call or email the NxGen
Family O ce for further information on providing you a “Comprehensive
Financial Program” that includes your anticipated transaction. The NxGen
Family O ce will coordinate with your Professional to include the details
or your financial transaction in the Liability Management Report.
Option #2: The NxGen Family O ce will generate the “Comprehensive
Financial Program” for you.
CLICK HERE TO: The NxGen Family Office

"A Comprehensive & Automated Financial Program "
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Case Study: Carson Family Debt Portfolio
Objective: To accelerate debt retirement and start a savings program.
Listed Debts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Credit Cards: $16,748.00
Car Loan: $28,948.00
Student Loan: $49,905.00
Home Mortgage: $176,222.00
Acclerator: $0.01

Prior to a Liability Management Program the Carson's total debt was
$271, 823.21. Over the remaining 28 years, a total of $478, 841.48 would be
spent on interest assuming no debt acceleration.
In this example, the Carson's have no extra money to apply towards debt
repayment. They have only enough to continue their regular payments.
For that reason, the 'Acclerator' is kept to the minimum of $0.01.
If the Carsons were to pay an extra $100.00 per month, in addition to their
regular payments, the 'Acclerator' would show: $100.00.
Given the above debt amount and no increase in monthly payments, the
managed debt results are shown in the graphs below.

For monthly management of the Program, the Carsons have a printed
monthly schedule detailing the monthly activity required to achieve the
projected results.

"Easy to learn and simple to use!"
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Results:

...The time to debt freedom with liability management is 12.8 years vs. the
original term of 28 years.
...The money used to make debt payments for the 12.8 years. The
accumulated savings if invested at at interest rates of 2%, 5% or 8% show
the respective cash savings to range between $500,000 and $900,000!
...The graph below shows the accelerated shedule of 12.8 years (orange),
the original 28 years (blue), and the cash accumulation (green).

"A Revolutionary Personal Financial Management System"

